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REVELATION’S SEQUENCE: Revelation’s endtimes sequence is found by comparing aspects in Revelation
to what happened to Old Testament Israel. These aspects include: vocabulary, wording, sequences,
phrases, events, entities, etc. There is a match. Because the sequence repeats many times in Israel and
again in the endtimes, I call it a pattern Sequence and my view of prophecy - The Pattern View of Prophecy. 

ISRAEL’S SEQUENCE AS A PATTERN FOR REVELATION’S SEQUENCE: Israel’s sequence is: (1) Israel
as a most favored nation to God was greatly blessed by God more than all other nations in her general
obedience; (2) Watchmen gave Israel warnings in her disobedience that judgment would come without
returning to greater obedience; (3) when the disobedience worsened, God brought a world government
against her and placed her in divine discipline under the rule of this world government for a number of years
(e.g. Southern Kingdom for 70 years under Babylon); (4) then when the discipline period was completed,
God brought Israel back to her land in freedom; and (5) then God destroyed the world government nations.
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THE UNITED STATES IS GOD’S MOST FAVORED NATION IN THE ENDTIMES AND IS GOING
THROUGH A SIMILAR SEQUENCE. The United States’ characteristics that match Israel’s for being a most
favored nation include: (1) begins in obedience, ends in disobedience; (2) is more sinful than the surrounding
nations; (3) no one believes that an enemy will take her over; (4) God makes her a beautiful and most
successful nation; (5) she is the center of nations; (6) trusts in her beauty and plays the role of a harlot in
reverse - offers food etc. to those who accept her harlotry; (7) she sacrifices her children (sex, abortion,
drugs, false ideologies, etc.); and (8) in her beginning, has a mandate to take the Gospel to the nations.

REVELATION’S ENDTIMES SEQUENCE USING THE UNITED STATES: The United States is definitely
God’s endtimes most favored nation. Her sequences match those of Israel.  God has greatly blessed the
United States by orders of magnitude more than any other nation in history  including Israel and England.
She surely is God’s most favored endtimes nation. Now signs signal (watchman warning) she is disobedient.
If she continues, she will go under divine discipline of the endtimes Tribulation under world government rule.
(The disobedient church is responsible for the Tribulation coming. We need revival.) As the discipline
terminates, God will deliver His Church to Christ via the Rapture, then kill all the remaining unbelievers.

SIGNALING SIGNS OF THE SOON-COMING CALAMITY AND ENDTIMES TRIBULATION: These signs
include: (1) emphasis on sodomy and abortion (so the elect might not be born); (2) “extreme” weather and
fire storms; (3) a famine (dumbing down) of God’s Word in our churches (they no longer enduring sound
doctrine); (4) a “most severe” financial crisis; (5) the Middle East is setting up for a major war; (6) great
increase in sin; (7) the coming of disease and pestilence;(8) the United States government is now working
to bring world government and acting as if Christianity does not exist.

WEBSITE REFERENCES: The Pattern Sequence (How the United States is found in Revelation) is: (1)
developed Scripturally in my book: Watchman Warning (Chapter 5); (2) discussed in Summary Presentation:
How Revelation’s Events Unfold and How the United States Is Found in Bible Prophecy, and (3) greatly
summarized and discussed in Part Two of my paper: The Pattern View of Prophecy.
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